
[22 July, 2004] RAJYA SABHA 

House my Special Mention regarding request for rehabilitation of the migrant labour 
from Karnataka in Goa ...(Interruptions)... 

Demand for controlling violence, sex and nudity in T.V. 
programmes 

SHRIMATI VANGAGEETHA(Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I lay on the Table of 
the House my Special Mention regarding demand for controlling violence, sex and 
nudity in T.V. programmes ...(Interruptions)... 

Request to rename the Mid-day Meal Scheme as Shri K. Kamaraj 
Centenary Cooked Food Programme 

SHRI E.M. SUDARSANA NATCHIAPAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I beg to 
lay on the Table of the House my Special Mention regarding request to rename 
the Mid-day Meal Scheme as Shri K. Kamaraj Centenary Cooked Food 
Programme. 

Need to introduce new incentives to voluntary blood donors to remove 
shortage of blood in the country 

SHRIMATI PREMA CARIAPPA (Karnataka): Sir, I beg to lay on the 
Table of the House my Special Mention regarding the need to introduce new 
incentives to voluntary blood donors to remove shortage of blood in the country. 

Need to solve the problems of senior citizens in air-travel 
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Demand for establishment of Headquarters of North West Railway Zone 
in Ajmer, Rajasthan 
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Concern over absconding of RAW officer to U.S.A. 
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†Transliteration in Urdu Script 
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